The Industry Marketplace has been developed by world-leading academic and standardization bodies, enterprises and thought leaders, to allow a secure, autonomous and vendor-neutral integration for Industry 4.0.

**Building on specifications** developed by the Plattform Industrie 4.0 (Germany’s central network for the advancement of digital transformation in manufacturing), the Industry Marketplace **combines** distributed ledger technology, immutable audit logs, and standardized, machine-readable contracts with an integrated decentralized identity system, to enable secure communication and payments across the industry landscape.

The Industry Marketplace is a vendor- and industry-neutral platform that automates the trade of physical and digital goods/services and enables I4.0.

To join the Industry Marketplace, please visit: [industry.iota.org](http://industry.iota.org) or contact us at [industry@iota.org](mailto:industry@iota.org)